Load forecasting is essential for the power system to meet the demand and supply equilibrium. Previous researches mainly focus on the improvement of forecasting algorithms. However, few researches consider the impact of weather condition which influences not only the average load per day, but also the maximum load, minimum load and the load peak-to-valley difference. Moreover, huge computational burden exists with precision verification of traditional algorithms. Therefore, this paper proposes a weather sensitive load forecasting model to comprehensively evaluate the impact of weather condition. A detailed analysis about load indexes is demonstrated, and the relationships between weather condition and load indexes are evaluated by factor analysis. Then, multivariate nonlinear regression analysis is applied to represent the forecasting equations. Based on the above analysis, a more effective and convenient precision verification is designed. Case studies are conducted to verify the proposed technique.
INTRODUCTION
Load forecasting is a significant part in power system management. Researches have been conducted to optimize the efficiency of prediction algorithms and to enlarge its application range. As for the extension of application field, Zeng Ming [1] proposed a method of load forecasting which is compatible with the demand-side resources. In 2015, a method for selecting the combination forecasting model and a method for forecasting the bus load with variable weights were proposed by Yin Xinglu [2] . For the optimization of prediction algorithm, to improve the wind load forecasting precision, a method based on improved least square support vector machine with error forecasting was suggested by Li Xiao [3] , Wang ____________________________ Dewen [4] and Zhang Suxiang [5] proposed a load forecasting method based on parallel random forests algorithm to face the challenges of data storage and availability.
However, there is a lack of researches that consider the impact of weather condition. Additionally, the precision analysis in these researches are too complicated and time-consuming to be applied in practical cases [6] [7] [8] .Therefore, this paper proposes a weather sensitive load forecasting model based on three analyses. Detailed analysis and factor analysis can comprehensively demonstrate the tendency characteristics of weather sensitive load data. Then, multivariate nonlinear regression analysis is applied to load prediction. The precision of the proposed algorithm is verified by detailed analysis and factor analysis. The combination of these three analyses can not only reflect the influence of weather condition, but also release the computational burden in prediction.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the weather sensitive load forecasting model. The definitions and simplifications of detail analysis, factor analysis and multivariate nonlinear regression analysis are illustrated. Section 3 illustrates a practical case and precision verification are made in section 4. Section 5 draws the conclusion of this paper.
WEATHER SENSITIVELOAD FORECASTING MODEL

Simplification and Symbol Explanation
In this paper, to mathematically present the practical cases, we make some simplifications. We assume there is no environmental disaster and no power system outages during the time of prediction, and the evaluated area will not suffer critical issues that will dramatically influence the future power load. Table I expresses the symbols that frequently used in the proposed model. 
Detailed Analysis
Before the prediction, we need to fully evaluate the variation tendency of history load data. In this section, we mainly focus on four load indexes which are average load, maximum load, minimum load and load peak-to valley difference. These four indexes can present the approximate tendency of history load which are the basis of future prediction. We apply MATLAB to draw the two-dimension and three-dimension curves of history load data.
This analysis can provide an overall knowledge of load data. Based on the curves obtained from this analysis, the efficiency of prediction can be reflected by the tendency difference between history data and predicted future data.
Factor Analysis
To investigate the relationship between load indexes and weather condition, we apply factor analysis to quantify these relationships. We define correction index as:
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where i x and i y mean the compared indexes, one for weather condition while the other for load index per year, x and y mean the average index.
Smaller correction index means the relationship between corrective load and weather condition are stronger, that is to say, this weather index has a huge influence on load, we should pay more attention to this weather index to remain a steady load.
Moreover, this correction weight can demonstrate the prediction error between history data and future data depending on whether the equations' coefficients share the same ratio as the weights or not.
Multivariate Nonlinear Regression Analysis
Multivariate nonlinear regression analysis model is frequently applied in the situation that the equation between independent variables and dependent variables are nonlinear equation, which can be seen from equation (2). Figure  1 to Figure 4 . Then we draw the three-dimension curves to comprehensively investigate the tendency of history load data which is presented in Figure 5 . The tendency of load per day share the same daily tendency that reaching its highly point in the afternoon and returning to the rock bottom in the midnight. As for the monthly tendency, MAX L , MIN L and AVE L share the same tendency in March to August, thus the load per day in 2013 is in its maximum state in July and August and in minimum state in March and April. Based on the evaluation mentioned above, if the prediction data expresses the same tendency per month and per day, we can draw the conclusion that this prediction model is suitable in practical cases.
Factor Analysis
Using equation (1), the correction indexes for each weather index can be seen in Table III   Table III is changing dramatically then drastic changes will occur on load, especially on δ which has the largest correction value than the other load indexes. Through this table, we can give suggestions to the power management department that they should pay more attention to the maximum temperature to better control the load fluctuation.
Moreover, these correction weightscan reflect the coefficients in forecasting equations, if
Load /WM Day Minute/15 minutes the equations' coefficients share the same proportion as the weights, then multivariate nonlinear regression analysis expresses its highly precision in prediction.
Multivariate Nonlinear Regression Analysis
By multivariate nonlinear regression analysis algorithm, we can get four load forecasting equations, whose independent variables are MAX T , MIN 
We can see from these four equations that the coefficients of weather condition follow the same proprieties tendency with the correction weights evaluated in factor analysis, which is MAX T has the largest coefficient while r H is the minimal. If we gather next year's weather data and submit these data into load forecasting equations, the future load forecasting data can be achieved through computer, however its accuracy can not be verified by these four equations, thus in the next section, we make a comparison with the forecasting data in 2014 and the real load data in 2014 to deep illustrate the precision of this algorithm
PRECISION COMPARISON
The comparison between forecasting data in 2014 and the real load data in 2014 are made, the relative error are shown in Table IV . The prediction error for these load indexes are smaller than 0.1, particularly for MIN L with error less than 0.01, which means the multivariate nonlinear regression analysis technique with factor analysis possesses highly precision in load forecasting concerning the impact of weather condition. 
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Not only can precision of load forecasting be reflected by the relative error, but also can it be indicated by the tendency of developing by detailed analysis of future data compared with Figure 5 . With the help of MATLAB, the 3-dimension curves drawn by prediction data share the same tendency as history data that reaching its highly point in the afternoon and returning to the rock bottom in the midnight. Therefore, we can conclude that this prediction algorithm holds highly precision when concerning the weather condition.
CONCLUSIONS
Load forecasting plays a significant role in power management. This paper proposes a weather sensitive prediction model combining with detailed analysis, factor analysis and multivariate nonlinear regression analysis algorithms. Detailed analysis can indicate the overall tendency of load indexes, while factor analysis can express the relationship between weather condition and load indexes. Such relationship tells the emphasized indexes to better control the fluctuating load. Four equations are obtained by multivariate nonlinear regression analysis to quantify the forecasting process. The prediction verification of the three analyses indicates that the proposed model can be applied in practical cases with highly efficiency.
